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Well, Walter, I didn't miss it.
I couldn't.
I
was up to my elbows in it.
But a case could be made
that I didn't get it. And now, in my twilight years,
have to admit to my baby-boomer friends that rock and
roll, which I thought would fade like the mambo craze,
has instead lasted longer than my beloved big bands.

I

So, to Helen O'Connell, wherever you are, I wish I
had paid closer attention.
It turned out to be an era.
Thank you for your attention and good evening.

MY LIFE IN GENEALOGY
June 1, 1998

Fr~derick

J. McGavran

Genealogy, like taxes, has a marriage penalty.1
The last few months before her accident, Dorothy was
almost inseparable from her computer, tracing obscure
family lines, praising or damning counties that had or
had not digitalized their probate records and vital
statistics. Harmless enough, I thought, until I got
into her hard drive while she was at a DAR meeting.
To
my horror she was not researching her family, but my
relationships with my previous six wives.
The next
morning her jacuzzi was interrupted by one of those
unpleasant incidents that occur when one attempts to
recharge a lap top on wet enamel.
The search for human origins has always been a
search for meaning.
Both Genesis and Gospel contain
genealogies, which trace their principals back to the
moment of creation. By knowing who begat whom, we
In a serious essay, we need not dwell on the consequences of a man suggestir
to his wife that there may be more distinguished bloodlines than her family/~
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explain the past and project the future, as if genetics
and human behavior, like the laws of physics, are as
predictable looking forward as looking back. My
contribution to genealogy is to recognize its
epistemological limits, while applying it to everyday
use.
Like most young people in the late sixties, I was
more interested in avoiding the present than tracing
the human genome to its murky beginnings. The few
times mother regaled me with tales of ancestral valor,
it was to inspire me to finish college, get a job or
join the Army.
I deflected these barbs by speculating
why father had departed so early in their relationship,
if greatness by association had really been his to
enjoy.
Years later, when I reconsidered my own origins,
realized the old boy had instinctively recognized a
truth it took me two marriages to appreciate:
in a
crudely commercial world, titles without capital are
worthless.
By then, however, I had discovered there
were devices besides distance to separate the
protagonists in an unsuccessful marriage, without the
expense and embarrassment of divorce.
What

I

remember best about Helen was her bouffant
In a world that still
appreciated family dentistry, he had moved effortlessly
from making prize-winning model airplanes as a youth to
capping teeth and wiring bridgework as an adult,
without any noticeable maturation.
In the happy
sunshine of the Eisenhower years, he accepted Helen and
his appointment to the local draft board with equal
equanimity, as did I. With his patronage and
portfolio, I was assured of a deferment and a job with
his broker.
I

hairdo and her dentist father.

Nothing could go wrong, I thought, in the swirl of
bachelor parties and bridal showers that kept us apart
the l~st few weeks of our single lives.
I was lying
back ln her father's reclining chair, waiting for him
to clean my teeth before the wedding, when I noticed a
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strange series of tubes and suction devices under the
I sat up and
expenses so low:
he
recycled the mouthwash. Lying back I endured the
procedure without ever once accepting the admonition to
IIswish and spit ll •
r~nse bas i s.
Despite my hangover,
d~scovered how he kept his office

The w~d~ing pre~ented another unwelcome challenge,
when the m~n~ster sa~d:
"You may kiss the bride." In
the hushed silence, I tried to raise Helen's veil, only
to find it stuck to her bouffant with hairspray.
The
social pressure one feels at such a moment is
equivalent to quieting a cranky two years old in a
check out line. As feet shuffled and giggles
crescendoed, I panicked and jerked the veil free,
breaking off half of my new bride's bouffant.
It was
the first time I really saw her face, wearing an
expression of sublime horror and capped by a hair style
that would not come into its own for another thirty
years.
I had seen hair balls before; mother received some
consolation from cats, as would my fourth wife Elspeth.
Helen's fallen glory, however, was peculiarly thick and
sticky. Unwelcome as a tarantula on her bodice, she
brushed it away, only to have it tumble to her waist,
where it hung like a misplaced mirkin in the midst of
her silky glory. When I leaned forward again to kiss
her, it bound us as fragilely as the vows we had just
exchanged. As we parted, it stuck to my fly and
unzipped my trousers.
I had to grab Helen's bouquet to
conceal my ardor from the admiring onlookers.
The honeymoon should have been an adolescent's
dream:
trapped in a Florida hotel with a woman who
refused to leave the room. My bride, however, spent
day and night at the mirror with all the lights on,
combing and preening and parsing to restore her virgin
splendor. My only escape was to search for hair style
magazines that featured tips for premature baldness.
When we returned home, my new colleagues at the
brokerage firm congratulated me on my exhausted
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appearance, while Helen moved back with her parents to
bewail the humiliation visited upon her.
I had just discovered the virtues of day trading
in the era of fixed commissions, when the divorce
papers arrived.
Soon after I was relieved of my duties
as account representative for my erstwhile father in
law, ostensibly because he preferred a more
conservative strategy.
(Eventually he agreed to excuse
the losses in his account in exchange for me forgetting
his method for reducing mouthwash expenses.)
To avoid
the scandal of a contested divorce, my in laws allowed
me to keep the car and to pay my rent for six months,
by which time my deferment would certainly expire.
1968 was not the year to be without a student
deferment, dependents or a bad knee.
It was also one
of those rare years when divorcees with children were
in demand.
Too squeamish for football or self
mutilation, without the social contacts to get into the
photography unit of the local National Guard, I settled
on the daughter of our brokerage firm's office manager.
To remove Dora and (I was soon to discover) her
insomniac children from his house, my second father in
law agreed to keep me on the payroll, with the hope of
someday inheriting his accounts.

ueprived of a big wedding by elopement her first
time out, Dora insisted on an elaborate ceremony before
many of the same onlookers who had witnessed my first
trip to the altar.
I agreed, not so much from love for
Waterford crystal or fine china, but from recent
experience that wedding presents meant far more to
b~ides than t? grooms, and could be bartered for assets
w7th a m~ch hlgher cash value at the almost inevitable
dlssolutl0n.
There was an air of expectation as we approached
the altar. Dora was quite attractive in pink and had
the 9ood,sense n~t to wear a veil.
Everything went
well untll she plcked up Jimmy and I hoisted little
Doreen for one of t~ose new family before the world
moments, that were Just beginning to compromise
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American nuptials.
Placing more confidence in her
mother's bodice than its engineers ever intended,
Doreen grabbed the steely cups to change places with
Jimmy, only to be pushed away by her jealous sibling.
Gravity did the rest.
I don't know what excited the audience more:
Doreen's little head striking the marble floor, or
Dora's endowment dropping nearly as far.
Enraged at
his sister's play for sympathy, Jimmy lunged at the
throat of the unhappy clergyman, who had just united
us.
It didn't take long for the ambulance to arrive,
but it was long enough for the food at the reception to
get cold, and for several guests to determine the
protocol for taking back their gifts.
For sheer drama,
however, my new bride's progress down the aisle after
the gurney rivaled Helen's, and foretold a similar
denouement.
Years later, when Doreen tried to run over me with
the car her grandfather gave her for high school
graduation, I learned she had recovered completely. By
then, of course, my relationship with her mother had
long been reduced to a divorce decree and several
yellowing rolls of 16 mm film of our honeymoon in
hospital waiting rooms. Until the shock and medical
procedures incident to our wedding wore off, however,
we had enough to talk about, and the marriage got me
through the trauma of the Vietnam years.
It was not incompatibility or arguments about the
children that separated USi it was the collapse of the
stock market. Today's investors, to whom even the
October, 1987 panic is ancient history, cannot
understand the personal tragedies that accompany a long
term bear market. Having put his own retirement hopes
along with his customers' into the "Nifty Fifty",
Dora's father found himself without friends or fortune,
ready to do anything to cut expenses. As his accounts
shrank, they reached the critical point where they
could not support two brokers churning them. We
arrived at a friendly if somewhat one-sided parting,
and as Nixon slunk from the White House, I left town in
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the newer car with a good reference, $2500 in cash and
the rec room TV.
For propriety's sake there had been a
few clauses about child support in the separation
agreement, but Dora was willing to trade them for our
seldom used silver tea service, and the few Wedgewood
plates that little Doreen and Jimmy had left unbroken.
With large numbers of veterans and women entering
the work force, the Ford - Carter recession was not an
easy time to find employment.
I decided to yield my
place to better motivated job seekings, rented an
efficiency in San Diego, and devoted myself to
genealogy. Unlike the amateur, however, I determined
not to limit myself to my own family.
With millions of
families in the United States alone, however, which
should I chose? We may all be descended from
Methusala, but only a few stand to inherit the
treasures of King Solomon. Driven by necessity, I
articulated the principle my poor father had only
vaguely glimpsed; bloodline without assets is
meaningless.
As a convenient starting point, 1 decided Lu study
the families of single women who owned real estate in
La Jolla.
The probate court was only a few floors away
from the county land records, and with a ready smile
and doughnuts for the pale denizens of that neglected
resource, I traced the fortunes that supported the
seaside elegance to which I aspired, and which
relationship to some great personage somewhere in the
past certainly entitled me.
A word to the novice; never assume that a
beneficiary has anything left, no matter how large the
bequest. Executors, lawyers, trustees and
administrators, not to mention bad investment advice
and spendthrift habits, can vitiate any estate. One of
the saddest sights at the Yacht Club was an elderly
couple, each of whom had married the other in search of
what had once been a perfectly good fortune, only to
find after exchanging vows that each was as poor as the
other. Reduced to poaching shrimp at the Sunday night
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buffet and holding seances to survive, they were a
monument to ineffective genealogical research.
I met my next bride in the local history room of
the public library, where she was researching her
family's role in the extermination of the natives and
expulsion of the Mex i cans from early California. Among
Americans a Nineteenth century ancestor at the rank of
major or above, regardless whose army, is the
equivalent of a Russian Grand Duke or an English
Viscount.
Lucy had several who had distinguished
themselves in massacres or retreats, and somehow always
returned with the payroll in their saddle bags. Most
importantly, howevAr, the family's fortune had passed
to her.
Looking over her shoulder, I watched her
transcribe her family tree in copper plate script on
the latest commercial forms.
I gained her confidence
by loaning her my magnifying glass, and our
relationship began. Amateur genealogists are the
easiest people to talk to.
IIAre you related to the St.
Louis Fillingtons?" I began, and she was mine.
Moralists may quibble with practical genealogy, but
what is worse:
amassing a fortune by murder and
rapine, or gently separating a remote beneficiary from
the bloody hoard, legitimized by the patina of age, in
exchange for a few soft words and pleasant moments?
The human mind can only consider five variables at
any given time. When I married Lucy, I considered net
worth ($17 million), familial obligations (two long
since alienated children), availability (single) ;
vulnerability (high), and age (76). Within weeks of
our sea side ceremony2, however, I discovered a sixth:
life expectancy.
I challenge any twenty-eight year old
man married to a seventy - six year old woman to say
that this is not a subject of the greatest concern.

This was my only wedding where the maid of honor arrived in an ambulance fro l
assisted living.
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Here my research had been woefully deficient.
Going through her private papers, I discovered that no
one in her family on either side for three generations
had lived less than 90 years. Although her needle
point was rather soothing after a long day on the
links, I was willing to sacrifice to reclaim my own
prime of life years.
Eager to show herself as athletic as a woman a
third her age, Lucy accepted my dare to go bicycle
riding along the cliffs around La Jolla Cove.
In the
days before hip replacements became standard geriatric
practice, falls at her age were nearly always fatal.
My new bride, however, was quite nimble, and aside from
a wobble when a frisbee beaned her in the park, never
took a tumble.
That was when I decided we should go in
for ocean sailing.
She was a
new thirty-two
to her senses,
lounging about
Catalina. Odd
blond can send

little reluctant to crew for me on our
foot yacht. A harbor tour brought her
however, when she saw the competition
the piers, eager to take a spin to Santa
how the sight of a twenty - two year old
women of a certain age into a panic.

Here ethicists may distinguish between marrying
for money and doing something to advance the natural
course of events.
I had enough trouble tacking back to
San Diego without a crew to make such fine
distinctions. And who would not prefer the brightness
of an ocean day and the sudden cry, "Coming about!" to
long gray years in assisted living, followed by a stint
in the Alzheimer's wing, or worse?
My only caution is that it takes far too long for
a person lost at sea to be declared legally dead.
I
temporarily lost the use of the yacht, had to trade
down the Cadillac for a Falcon and even saw my name
posted in the club, while waiting for lawyers to sort
things out.
In the end, though, the law agreed that
poor Lucy had sunk back into the depths from which we
~ll once emerged, and her e state, or what was left of
lt after fees, expenses and taxes, passed to me.
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Elspeth was a person I didn't really need, but
couldn't afford to pass up.
I could forgive her the
cats and their pedigrees, and even her mother's family
(all deceased, thank God), in exchange for one of the
nicest portfolios in Southern California.
She caught
my eye when I crashed a meeting of the Orange County
Huegenot Society, where she was the only one wearing a
serape. Almost in tears, she was seated beside an
octogenarian too deaf to follow her account of her
French ancestors, whose name she pronounced "Day
Foutays". Once again my listening skills proved
inva l uable.
This time I checked her medical history before
being a principal at one of the nicest "private"
ceremonies the Reagan crowd ever threw.
"My poor
little Elpie" was all too eager to share her tormented
condition with anyone who would listen. After an
allergic reaction to aspirin in he r f e v e r r idden
childhood, she spent years searching for cures, then
for her lost youth and finally for a good night's
sleep. Denied relief by organized medicine, she
discovered folk remedies.
By the time I met her, she
had the most extensive legal herb garden in the state.
Each bedraggled specimen elicited a tale of disease
confounded or deficiency restored.
She had so many of
both that I had to turn away when she confided her
physicians had only given her a short time to live.
We might still be together, if I hadn't riled her
by parking part of my car collection on what appeared
to be fallow ground behind the thoroughbred barn.
Too
late I discovered it was an extension of the herb
garden.
"My poor little Elpie" was so angry that even
St. Johns-Wort, her favorite palliative, failed to calm
her.
wild talk of "Now I know who you really are!"
escalated into threats to "call my lawyer."
I placated
her by pretending as much interest in her herbs as in
her ancestors, until the pharmaceutical problem was
solved.
In all my genealogical work, my mind never
worked faster or more productively than when I crawl e d
amongst the sagebrush, dodging scorpions and rattlers,
replanting her precious herbs.
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One quiet evening, as Elspeth and her cats watched
suspiciously I brewed up a pot of a new, all natural
tea I had di~covered, made irresistible by a das~ of
potpourri. Holding the pleasantly warm cup, sharlng
with Elpie the delight of a bitter new brew, I
experienced a sudden, deep sense of peace.
The last
Californian De Foutre, however, suddenly became flushed
and agitated.
"What is this?" she sputtered, dropping her cup.
The cats leapt from her lap and bounded away from the
hot, wet shards on the floor.
"Willow bark tea, Elpie," I replied, watching her
chest heave faster and faster.
"Is something the
matter?"
"Aspirin," she gasped, sweating profusely.
has the same ingredient as aspirin!"

"It

"I didn't want to tell you, dear," I said
soothingly.
"It would have spoiled the surprise."
If she hadn't gone into anaphylactic shock, she
would have died of rage.
To keep Elpie's lawyers from worrying too much
about losing her as a client, I had them establish the
De Foutre Genealogical Institute to perpetuate her
memory, and install me as Chairman, President and CEO.
With web sites and chat rooms, digitalized family trees
and heraldic icons, I lured both serious investigator
and dilettante.
For them the prize was fame by
association; for me, another endowment. Although we
were getting over 500 hits a day, it was I, not the
random browser, who was caught in the electronic web.
As heir to both the Fillingtons and De Foutres, I
canvassed the world looking for remainder interests in
trusts and estates, or uncompleted gifts, that might
revert to me.
Through astute investigations, I became
the owner of an abandoned nunnery in Provence, an under
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endowed orphanage in St. Louis, and the husband of Lori
Smith.
Lori was a late in life cross between a Long
Island financier and a Cleveland industrial heiress,
both long since committed to the Alzheimer's ward or
family mausoleum.
The genes that produced commercial
fortunes have an odd way of playing themselves out in a
generation or two, leaving the grandchildren e ndowed
with estates and trusts, but no ability to retain them.
I offered Lori the allure of two antique bloodlines,
and she offered me a fortune and her name.
Once
connected to the Smiths, I could claim kin and heirship
with the larges t family network in the English speaking
world.
With technical support from the De Foutre
Institute, I could ransack the world for lost legacies
of the Smiths. Here sounds a solemn warning:
the
practice of genealogy may lead to megalomania.
There comes a time when every genealogist sees his
or her family stretching backwards and outwards in a
geometric progression that binds them with genetic
f ilaments to all the human race .
I ntoxicated by such
an alliance, I neglected Lori's age (24), health
(excellent), energy (unbounded) and troubled desire to
t r ump anyone alive with an ancestor with aristocratic
pretensions. Quickly she dropped the Fillingtons
("cowboys"), the De Foutres ("bourgeois"), and even
proposed to drop me (llfortune hunter") .
It was her youth and energy that undid her.
II For
ll
appearances sake she deigned to accompany me to the
Re publication National Committee's Annual Masked
Cotillion in Washington. As Catherine De Medicis to my
Caesare Borgia, she made a dramatic entrance and
equally dramatic exit. A bottle of good champagne
always br i ngs one back to the present, and liberates
the decision making process.
When I suggested we try stage diving to liven up
the crowd, she immediately agreed.
Together with
mounted the bandstand, and took our places in front of
the slide trombones.
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"Ladies first, dear," I baited her.
Face flushed with anger and excitement, she
stepped to the edge, raised her arms and dived like a
swimmer at the starter's gun.
I wonder, as she plunged
from the platform, if it occurred that "Autumn in New
York II just wasn't the right song, and the geriatric
dancers stepping slowly out of her way hadn't practices
this routine at Arthur Murray's.
Finding myself excluded from the better guest
lists by this tragedy, I sought meaning in other
disciplines.
With a vision vaster than the Hindu
sages', the genealogist is drawn to the perfect Oneness
behind the fragile veil of transitory lives.
I met
Carolyn in a spiritualist chat room, where she was
meditating electronically.
Inviting her to the De
Foutre home page, we passed many happy hours exploring
transmutations of the human spirit from generation to
generation.
It was only after we were married in a
flower strewn ceremony in Washington Park that I
learned how inflexible IIprior life ll advocates can be.
She actually be l ieved her only way to avoid rebirth as
beetles was to donate our fortunes to the descendants
of persons we had wronged in prior incarnations.
My best research had not discovered that she had
given nearly a l l her father's publishing fortune to a
temple in Sri Lanka, and was after mine to rebuild
Ankor Wat.
Suffocating on incense, starving on tofu
and numb from gongs and chants, I nearly found union
with the One. What saved me was seeing Al Gore walk
shoeless toward the altar of our temple, surrounded by
bag men and the press. Humiliated to be photographed
at a Democratic fund raiser, I untangled myself from
the lotus position for the first time in days.
As I
rose unsteadily, my numb fingers dropped a joss stick
down Carolyn's sari .
I was back in the condo with a martini before
anyone noticed that Carolyn was levitating.
Faster and
faster she spu~, tearing her clothes like many handed
Shiva.
Her frlends the nuns explained she was consumed
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like incense by her yearning for Nirvana.
To spare the
temple any more unpleasant publicity, the coroner, a
Democrat himself, attributed the death to spontaneous
combustion.
I now see my seventh wife as a metaphor for the
limits of research.
Returning to my roots in
genealogy, I had sought the stability of a good but
deceased family, a nice inheritance and a closed mind.
Dorothy met these criteria and more:
she recorded
everything, from my first pass at her at a Junior
L e agu~ fund raiser to the most recent payment from her
trust.
Too bad for her that her method was rigorously
historical. Had she taken a philosophy course or two,
we might still be together, exploring correlations
between genes and quarks.
The genealogist faces the same ultimate question
as the cosmologist. will the human race, like the
expanding universe, spread out forever into the
farthest reaches of space and time? Are sex and greed
as powerfu l as the inertia from the Big Bang? Or will
the mass of matter outweigh the energy of expansion,
and like a dying star turn back and crush itself into a
black hole of nothingness? If I were an optimist, I
would envision us travelling from star to star, whiling
away the light years recalling the deeds of our
ancestors.
My life in genealogy, however, suggests that we
will never spin space stations around Alpha Centaurus,
or penetrate the great wall of galaxies . The stars are
too far apart, and their speed too great, for our genes
to overcome.
Our fate is introversion. When we reach
a critical mass, we will implode, aided by plague or
war or natural disaster. Our descendants will
disintegrate into warring tribes, evolution will go
into reverse, and saber tooth tigers and other monsters
will reappear, to roar and claw at the outskirts of
Eden.
Then one last group my find its way around the
Me diterranean and follow the Nile back to that parched,
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rocky stream bed where we first separated from the
apes.
Perhaps at that last campfire, they will talk of
the glories of their ancestors, of mighty castles, once
teeming cities and satellites gleaming in the
firmament.
More likely they will hear friendly
grunting in the tre es, put out the fire and climb up to
rejoin them.

SPECIMENS
June 8, 1998

Henry R. Winkler

"Funny thing. Here are two little Jewish boys
from Cincinnati and one of them is the Stille Professor
of History at Yale and the other is Editor of the
American Historical Review. What do you think? Could
we have been s t and i ng here a few years back?"
II We II
were Jack Hexter, arguably the outstanding American
historian of Britain of our generation, and the writer
of what will be this somewhat rambling Literary Club
paper. Hexter had been an undergraduate at the
University of Cincinnati about five years before me.
He had gone to work with Wilbur Cortez Abbott at
Harvard and I did not know him until years later when
he was at Queens College and I was at Rutgers. Many
more years later, when I was president of UC and we
gave him a somewhat belated honorary degree, he gave
the best Commencement Address I have ever heard in
about sixty years of-more or less-attentive listening.
"Be lucky II was its down - to - earth and eminently
realistic theme.
"Here" was the first floor urinal at the Harvard
Club in New York. When Jack asked the question, I
laughed so hard I wet the entire side of the wall not
even taking time off to be embarrassed.
'

